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1

introduction

Contemporary trends of scientific research documentation based on 
open access rules start changing gradually the landscape of scientomet-
rics. The current hegemony of commercial service providers for bibliomet-
ric analyzes or bibliographic data sharing may be disturbed by the fact 
that the publishers more often freely distribute these data to all interested 
parties through dedicated web platforms. The list of such publishers is 
already very substantial and it seems only a matter of time when the rest 
of them will stop the pressures exerted by the scientific community. This 
situation creates the conditions for the development of non-commercial 
citation index systems, of which the interesting proposition seems to be 
OpenCitations Corpus. More about the concept itself, the model of data 
and the applied technologies can be found in the description by its direc-
tor (Peroni, Dutton, Gray, Shotton, 2015), or in the Polish author’s review 
paper (Kamińska, 2017a).

The purpose of this paper is to present a specific case study of the 
implementation of author’s bibliometric analyzes based on the data col-
lected from the OpenCitations Corpus related to selected journal of US 
Public Library of Science (PLOS), which together with the UK BioMed are 
among the largest ones in terms of publishing on open access rules.

Using the resources provided by OpenCitations Corpus is easy and 
intuitive thanks to a well-documented conceptual model (bibliographic 
ontologies) according to which the data are collected in graph database 
management system in a form of sentences consisting of so-called triples 
representing a subject, a predicate and an object (for example: <given paper> 
<cites><another paper> or <given paper><is in><given issue of a jour-
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nal>). This is a technique commonly used to define semantic networks, 
often described in RDF (RDF, 2017), and the knowledge gathered by such 
description can be discovered using SPARQL (SPRQL Query Language for 
RDF, 2017), which allows for a variety of analytical queries.

OpenCitations Website

The basic model of data analysis is based on the use of the resources 
provided by the OCC website. By using the “Sparql” tab (Fig.1), one can 
query the OCC system and obtain the answers as an attributes list, in one 
of the proposed data exchange formats.

However, it is important to note that at this time, the hardware resources 
on which the platform services are running are modest, which may result 
in extended response times or hangs out of a query execution. In addition, 
retrieving the results of responses containing many thousands of records 
can be very troublesome, for example, due to an unexpected interruption of 
result file downloading. However, it does not change the fact that for sim-
ple queries or citations path traversing the OpenCitations platform is suf-
ficiently complete, and identifying individual resources in accordance with 
the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) concept causes navigation from the 
web browser through the citation paths or tracing any other relationship is 
easy and intuitive (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The „Sparql” tab of the OpenCitations platforms. Source: http://opencitations.net/
sparql
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Fig. 2. Web browser window of data preview for a given bibliographic entity. Source: http://
opencitations.net/corpus/br/1.html

To download the entire corpus content, updated on a monthly basis, 
the “Download” tab can be used, where the “triplesto” link (Figure 3) will 
redirect to the appropriate “Figshare” website from which one can down-
load the ZIP archive (with the current volume above 20GB), containing 
both data and software needed to run one’s own database server instance.

Configuration and deployment of BlazeGraph platform 

To deploy one’s own database instance, one need an operating system 
platform with an installed JVM (Java Virtual Machine) environment. The 
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Fig. 3. Web browser window of OCC data packages downloading. Source: http://opencitations.
net/corpus/br/1.html

downloaded ZIP archive contains a number of DAR files that are part of 
another disk archiving system that allows to rebuild a full directory struc-
ture with original user permissions, file attributes and large files. After 
restoring the OpenCitations file structure using above mentioned program 
at the first level of directory tree a number of files with “.sh” extension can 
be find, where “run.sh” is a Linux system startup script that enables the 
BlazeGraph platform (Blazegraph, 2017) to run the database server used for 
hosting OCC data.

Communication with the system is possible through network services 
or through a simple web application that is made available by default 
on HTTP port number 3000. This can be done by typing http://local-
host:3000/blazegraph/ in the address field of the web browser. However, 
the possibility of sending queries to the server is at http://localhost:3000/
blazegraph/# query, as shown in Fig. 4.

Unfortunately, it is important to note that the ability to format or retrieve 
the results of a query displayed in a browser window is even more limited 
here than in a web application served by the OCC developers. Helpful here, 
however, are possibilities to query and retrieve results in CSV, XML and 
JSON formats using a network service interface that in the simplest case on 
the Linux family operating systems can be queried with the cURL command. 
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The BlazeGraph server manufacturer explains this in detail in extensive 
documentation illustrated in rich examples (Blazegraph – REST API, 2017). 

The information presented so far gives the reader sufficient knowledge 
about how to implement a local computing environment, how to query 
it with SPARQL, how to view detailed data (both in a local and shared 
environment as a Web application) about bibliographic entities and other 
related objects, how to export query results in specified formats directly 
from a web application and how to run queries and export their results 
using the cURL command in a local environment. In the next part of the 
paper will be presented exemplary bibliometric analyzes of citations of arti-
cles published in the journal PLOS ONE. Of course, individual steps of 
described analysis can be treated as a template based on which one can 
conduct his own research on any other group of scientific papers.

Analyzes conducted directly on the OCC database using SPARQL

Within the OCC are mainly collected scientific papers from journals, so 
it is expected that more papers of this type will be among all citation units. 
In order to analyze the citation relation one can check how large amounts 
of data within individual types of cited units can be gathered in the corpus. 
To do this, the SPARQL query can be executed:

Fig. 4. The SPARQL tab of the BlazeGraph console. Source: own study
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PREFIX cito: <http://purl.org/spar/cito/>

select ?types (count ( ?types ) as ? counts)
{
  ?citing cito:cites ?cited
 . ?cited rdf:type ?types
}
group by ?types
order by desc ( ?counts )

The PREFIX command allows to define alias cito for the ontology described 
at <http://purl.org/spar/cito/>. Defining aliases is a good practice (increas-
ing readability of queries), especially when the concepts of a given ontology 
are used in a query repeatedly. In brackets, the definition of a subset of 
the calculation source is included. The first triple will limit the result to all 
objects associated with the citation relationship (that is, it will return all 
entities and objects associated with cito: cites). For such pairs, the database 
will be searched to determine the type for all cited units previously found. 
These types will be aggregated and designate their counts, and then dis-
played in descending order of groups. The results are shown in Table 1.

It should be noted that all analyzes presented in this paper have been 
carried out for data released in 25.07.2017 and the results of calculations 
based on corpus data updated in subsequent months will certainly be dif-
ferent. The obtained data show that bibliographic units other than journal 
articles represent just over 2% of the total number of citations. The first line 
should be ignored because the unit can belong to several classes (multi-
inheritance model) and the class indicated by the first row is not related to 
the publishing form. Of course, one could modify this query to return only 
values   that are only for publishing, but it would be harder to write and longer 
to execute. The query execution time in present for was over 40 minutes.

In the next step you can check the number of articles stored in the entire 
body, grouped by individual publishers. To do this, you need to query:

PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
PREFIX frbr: <http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#>

SELECT  ?journaltitle ( count(*) as ?counts ) 
{   
   ?citing rdf:type <http://purl.org/spar/fabio/JournalArticle> 
  . ?citing frbr:partOf* ?container 
  . ?container dcterms:title ?journaltitle 
  . ?container rdf:type <http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Journal>
}
group by ?journaltitle
order by desc ( ?counts )
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This query searches all units that are articles from journals. These 
magazines are contained is several “containers” (“JournalIssue”, “Journal-
Volume”, “Journal”) at subsequent levels of the hierarchy. The query filters 
subset of data only to entity that are related to the publisher for which the 
title is searched. Titles are then aggregated and displayed in decreasing 
order of group size.

The result is a very extensive list (over 26,000) of journals, so it was 
limited to the first ten items and presented below.

The results show that most articles in the OCC database were collected 
for the PLOS ONE journal.

If one want to limit the entire graph of citations to PLOS ONE only data, 
one should know the identifier (URI) of that publisher, which is given in the 

types counts

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Expression> 8652350

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/JournalArticle> 7270180

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/BookChapter> 81829

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/ProceedingsPaper> 27832

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Book> 17656

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/ReferenceEntry> 16246

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/DataFile> 6507

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/ReportDocument> 2387

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Thesis> 741

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/SpecificationDocument> 631

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Journal> 253

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Series> 193

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/JournalIssue> 188

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/ReferenceBook> 133

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/ExpressionCollection> 51

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/AcademicProceedings> 35

<http://purl.org/spar/fabio/BookSeries> 16

Table. 1. Citation counts by types

Source: own study
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journaltitle counts

PLOS ONE - PLoS ONE 93056

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 49679

Journal of Biological Chemistry 42100

Sci. Rep. - Scientific Reports 27150

Science 21621

Nature 20928

The Journal of Immunology 13327

Nucleic Acids Research 13182

Journal of Neuroscience 12557

Phys. Rev. Lett. - Physical Review Letters 12210

Table. 2. Citation counts by journal

Source: own study

corpus so that it can be used in subsequent queries. To do this, the follow-
ing query can be executed:

PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

SELECT * WHERE {
  ?citing rdf:type <http://purl.org/spar/fabio/Journal> 
    .  ?citing dcterms:title ?title
    FILTER regex(?title, “^PLOS”)
}

The command displays a journal names starting with “PLOS”. This 
allows to find its identifier and its the value is: <https://w3id.org/oc/cor-
pus/br/751>.

Using of SPARQL commands, further research is possible, such as the 
analysis of the number of cited papers from specific journals, articles from 
specific authors, the impact of individual journals, and more. However, 
probably not for everyone, this way will be the most intuitive and quick-
est to the intended destination. Therefore, if one wants to use other tools 
for analyzing graph structures, the export of data subset that is needed 
for conducting particular analyzes to the data structures that describe 
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separately the vertices and edges of the citation graphs, as this data form 
accepts most analytical systems dedicated to network structure research.

Analyzes conducted in the Gephi platform

As an exemplary tool for further analysis the Gephi platform was cho-
sen. Although it exists for  more than 8 years, it is still in the development 
phase (so-called beta version). Thanks to its user-friendly GUI and easy 
extension of functionality (lots of plugins) it is eagerly chosen by many 
researchers.

Its native file format for networks is GEXF based on XML and using 
this format gives a number of advantages, as shown in one of the author’s 
earlier work (Kamińska, 2018c), but from the BlazeGraph database is 
much easier (with the use of SPARQL queries only) to export data as a CSV 
file. For a file describing the edges, the Gephi application expects to have at 
least two columns named “Source” and “Target” containing the source and 
target node IDs. The result of the following SPARQL query saved to a file 
can directly be a source of information describing the citation we can sup-
ply to the Gephi application as CSV file:

PREFIX cito: <http://purl.org/spar/cito/>
PREFIX frbr: <http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#>

SELECT 
(
replace(str(?Citing),’https://w3id.org/oc/corpus/br/’,’’) as ?Source
) 
(
replace(str(?Cited),’https://w3id.org/oc/corpus/br/’,’’) as ?Target 
) 
WHERE 
{
      ?Citing cito:cites ?Cited
    . ?Cited frbr:partOf* <https://w3id.org/oc/corpus/br/751> 
}

The query searches all citations and filters the results to the records 
for which the cited unit is included in the journal of the previously found 
identifier pointing to PLOS ONE. In the SELECT statement, also functions 
is added that removes prefixes specific to URIs, leaving only a numeric 
value to allow for a more transparent form of identifiers.

By saving the query result in CSV format, we automatically get a header 
with the required names “Source” and “Target”, so that it can be imported 
with the “Import spreadsheet” function as an edge file to the Gephi appli-
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cation from the “Data laboratory” tab. By selecting “create missing nodes” 
the file can be loaded and the platform will automatically generate vertices 
based on the identifiers found in the “Source” and “Target” columns. This 
will allow to analyze the network structure, however, so generated vertices 
representing the papers will not contain any information (except identifiers 
that identify the OCC bibliographic entities) describing them. If one wants 
to be able to view in the Gephi  basic article information along with addi-
tional information that will describe them (article title, release year, etc.), 
a file with the vertices should  be created. Assuming that analysis conduct-
ing here focuses solely on articles from PLOS ONE journal, it is only need 
to generate a file describing only those bibliographic units. It can be done 
with the following command:

PREFIX cito: <http://purl.org/spar/cito/>
PREFIX frbr: <http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#>
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
PREFIX fabio: <http://purl.org/spar/fabio/>

SELECT  
 distinct
 ( replace(str(?Cited),’https://w3id.org/oc/corpus/br/’,’’) as ?Id ) 
 ( ?Title as ?Label )
 ?Year 
WHERE 
{
      ?Citing cito:cites ?Cited
    . ?Cited frbr:partOf* <https://w3id.org/oc/corpus/br/751>
    . OPTIONAL { ?Cited dcterms:title ?Title }
    . OPTIONAL { ?Cited fabio:hasPublicationYear ?Year }
}

The above query returns all unique unit identifiers cited and published 
in PLOS ONE. In addition, if they are described by titles and publication 
years, this information will also be included in the results. It is worth not-
ing that the result saved in CSV format will include the identifiers and 
titles labeled as headers “Id” and “Label” respectively. These are the head-
ers expected by Gephi. On the other hand, a header with the name “Year” 
describing the column with years of publication will be an additional attrib-
ute describing the node.

The order of steps to create a citation graph in the Gephi using the two 
above generated files is as follows:

1. create a new project (“New project”) in the Gephi platform,
2. import the file of cited entities (“Nodes table” option) with titles and 

years of publication,
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3. import the file of citation edges (“Edges tabl” option) using the “Cre-
ate missing node” option.

So feed up system is ready to conduct analyzing. For more informa-
tion on how to import CSV data, visit the developer’s website (Gephi makes 
graphs handy, 2017).

For the data loaded in the above described method, the number of 
citations for individual articles was calculated as indegree. Therefore, all 
citation units (both from PLOS ONE and all others) were included. As the 
examplary objective of the analysis is the articles published in PLOS ONE 
then the graph is limited to such units. The graph of citations between 
PLOS ONE units was obtained, but it contains information on the number 
of all citations per paper.

Fig. 5. The entities from PLOS ONE in descending order of citation counts. Source: own study

The citation number values are presented in Fig. 5, which shows that 
the most frequently cited article (200 times) is “Fast Tree ...”, while the 
subsequent (“REVIGO Summarizes ...”, “Leishmaniasis Worldwide ...” and 
more) have a great distance from the leader. Their number visualized as 
node size using a layout algorithm based on the simulation of gravity forces 
as the “citation map” is shown in Fig. 6.

This map allows to discover relationships hard to observe in tabular 
form. The edges connecting the individual nodes represent a citation relation 
that is not reflexive so the graph is directed and the direction of the citation 
is in clockwise direction of the edge. It can be seen here that the papers 
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“REVIGO Summarizes ...” and “Leishmaniasis Worldwide ...” are often cited, 
but by units not published by PLOS ONE journal. On the other hand, the 
related group of articles “Fast Tree ..”, “A Robust ...” and others point to the 
possibility of their mutual thematic relationships. It is worth noting that 
units cited rarely have very small vertices and their labels. They represent 
only a less important background of analysis. While presenting a “map” as 
a static image, it is difficult to see the names of the smallest ones, but of 
course, using the Gephi tool, it is possible to interactively zoom in and focus 
on the selected sub-areas of the map. Based on such a “map” one can build 
hypotheses that can be verified by deeper look at particular areas of “map” or 
detailed analysis of raw data on selected bibliography entities. For the “Fast 
Tree ...” entity,  the graph of the papers related to it is shown in Fig. 7. We see 
here that despite the high rankings this article is cited only by 3 other papers 
published in PLOS ONE (other come from different journals).

The situation is quite different in the case of the paper “Age Target-
ing…” for which the graph is presented in Fig. 8. Although this entity has 
received “only” nine citations, there is a rich network of relationship (both 
citing and cited links) that may point to great interest to subject matter of 
this paper by PLOS ONE journal.

Fig. 6. Citation map of papers from PLOS ONE. Source: own study
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Fig. 7. Citation map of papers related to „Fast Tree..”. Source: own study

While citation maps, which represent directed and unitary citation facts 
between scientific papers, can represent fairly long citation paths that are 
sometimes difficult to visualize and analyze without the use of tools such as 
interactive zoom or graph filtering, the use of e.g. the co-citation measure 
gives maps to be easier to analyze as static images. This measure for two 
selected bibliographic entities assigns a value equal to the number of docu-
ments they cite these entities at the same time. The resulting graph is thus 
a non-directed but a weighted graph, what means that the edges connecting 
the nodes have no direction, but have their characteristic value indicating 
the strength of correlation of two given entities, that for better visualization, 
can affect thickness of edges. An example of visualization of this measure 
for entities of the analyzed corpus (a subset of PLOS ONE originating from 
the OCC) is illustrated in Fig. 9. It can be read in such a way that the arched 
documents are related to each other the more the edge is thicker.

An interesting example of visualization of dynamic in a bibliometric 
study is shown on the Fig. 10. The whole corpus of papers has been fil-
tered to the most frequent cited articles. The size of nodes is proportional 
to citation count measure but at the same time the bigger nodes “bubbled 
out” at the top of the graph. The abscissa shows the partitions grouping 
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publications by year of issue in a range between 2006 and 2017. The arcs 
between nodes show citations in clockwise direction of the edge. As we 
can see, however, the most frequently cited articles don’t have incoming 
arcs. This is because of the graph filtration and it proves that citation 
count for these papers comes from articles not published in PLOS ONE 
or from article published in PLOS ONE but with a relatively small citation 
count. 

An interesting case can be observed for some articles from 2016-2017, 
where there are the inverted citation arcs – the articles from 2016 cites the 
article from 2017. In fact, it is the relationship “Erratum in” (as evidenced 

Fig. 8. Citation map of papers related to „Age Targeting..”. Source: own study
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by bibliographic data published in the source https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pubmed/27441648), but in the OpenCitations system this has been 
categorized as a part of references (http://opencitations.net/browser/
br/105147).

The analyzes described above done using the Gephi tool show only 
the basics of its use for bibliometric researches. In addition to citations 
between bibliographic entities, analyzes can also be made at the higher 
level of aggregation (e.g. journals or institutions), analysis of co-operation 
between researchers (both in terms of citation or co-authorship), visuali-
zation of bibliometric indicators such as number of citations, measure of 
bibliographic coupling or measure of co-citation. Each of these issues on 
the example of data from the Polish bibliographic database CYTBIN was 
presented in the author’s earlier work (Kamińska, 2017c), and the issue 
of co-authorship visualization has been more extensively presented on 
the basis of the GRUBA bibliographic database developed by the author 
(Kamińska, 2018c).

It is worth mentioning that the Gephi platform also allows to calcu-
late many of the metrics used in social network analysis (SNA). Proposals 
for the use of these measures on the basis of bibliometrics and on other 

Fig. 9. The map of papers co-citation. Source: own study
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research on the development of science are presented in the another paper 
(Kamińska, 2018b).

Conclusions

The article, showing exemplary analyzes of data from the OpenCita-
tion Corpus, shows the possibility of extracting a subset of data from this 
corpus in the form of CSV files describing citation graphs. It also presents 
the possibility of conducting bibliometric analyzes in a tool dedicated to 
analysis of network structures (i.e. Gephi), which extends the potential 

Fig. 10. The citation count ranking year-by-year. Source: own study
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of analyzes to the possibility of making hypotheses difficult to see in data 
presented in traditional tabular forms.

Publishing citation data in the form of open access opens up new 
opportunities for analysis of the development of science. Researchers no 
longer limited to using commercial databases or typing bibliographic data 
for further analysis (Kamińska, 2017b), gain the ability to easy obtain the 
reliable bibliographic data. There is no doubt that the interest of scientists 
involved in the evaluation of science development is increasingly directed 
towards various open data sources such as Crossref, PubMed or OpenCi-
tations. This is evidenced by the recently increasing number of extensions 
of bibliometric analytical platforms, such as modules for importing biblio-
graphic data from the open Crossref platform implemented in VOSviewer 
(Van Eck, Waltman, 2017) or Gephi (Kamińska, 2018a).

The presented examples of analyzes are directed to the didactic goal 
and do not give rise to concrete conclusions describing scientific impor-
tance of individual articles for the development of science. The greater 
the range of the OCC database, and the longer its retrospective horizon 
becomes, the more reliable the observed dependencies will be. On the one 
hand, according to common opinions, that life cycle of technical sciences 
publications is relatively short, the extended time of publication process in 
the traditional model causes considerable delays. The development of the 
concept of open access will undoubtedly undermine this inertia as well as 
the possibility of quicker observation of changes occurring in the develop-
ment of particular fields of science.
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Anna Małgorzata Kamińska
PLOS ONE – a case study of quantitative and dynamic citation analysis of research 

papers based on the data in an open citation index (The OpenCitations Corpus) 

Abstract

This paper presents a case study showing the possibilities of conducting bibliometric 
analysis based on the data in the open citation index OCC (The OpenCitations Corpus). 
For cited papers published by the PLOS ONE data were extracted from the corpus and 
transformed to formats enabling bibliometric analysis in dedicated tools (spreadsheets, the 
Gephi visualization/computing platform). Then exemplary analysis and their visualizations 
were conducted for papers citation network. On examples the capabilities of query language 
SPARQL were also shown, as using only SPARQL, made available from the OCC platform, it 
is also possible to perform bibliometric analyzes based on remote OCC computing resources.

Key words: OpenCitations, citation index, bibliometrics, data sources, case study, Gephi, 
PLOS
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naukowych na podstawie danych z otwartego indeksu cytowań  
(OpenCitations Corpus)

Streszczenie

W artykule przedstawiono studium przypadku obrazujące możliwości prowadzenia 
analiz bibliometrycznych na podstawie danych z otwartego indeksu cytowań – OCC (The 
OpenCitations Corpus). Dane dotyczące artykułów cytowanych pochodzące z czasopisma 
PLOS ONE wyodrębniono z całości korpusu i sformatowano do postaci umożliwiającej 
realizację analiz w narzędziach zewnętrznych (analizy z użyciem arkusza kalkulacyjnego 
i aplikacji obliczeniowo-wizualizacyjnej Gephi). W artykule zaprezentowano przykładowe 
badania i wizualizacje grafów cytowań artykułów, a także przedstawiono możliwości języka 
zapytań SPARQL, umożliwiającego prowadzenie analiz wprost na platformie OpenCitations 
(udostępnionej jako usługa WWW lub uruchomionej we własnym środowisku obliczeniowym).

Słowa kluczowe: bibliometria, Gephi, indeks cytowań, OpenCitations, PLOS, studium 
przypadku, źródła danych


